Six categories of systematic designs. This paper characterizes these six categories and documents their differences with regard to either time trend resistance of factor effects and/or the number of factor level changes. The paper introduces the last category of systematic the defining relation or its alias structure and 3) the k independent generators needed for sequencing the ( ) 2 n n k − − runs by the generalized foldover scheme. A comparison among these six categories of designs reveals that when the polynomial degree of the time trend increases from linear into quadratic and/or when the design's resolution increases from III to IV, the number of factor level changes between the ( ) 2 n n k − − runs increases. Also as the number of factors (i.e. n) increases, the design's resolution decreases.
designs derivable from the full 2 k factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment are available for carrying out designs. This paper characterizes these six categories and documents their differences with regard to either time trend resistance of factor effects and/or the number of factor level changes. The paper introduces the last category of systematic the defining relation or its alias structure and 3) the k independent generators needed for sequencing the
Introduction
Factorial experiments (confirmatory or exploratory) are experiments for studying the effect of several factors and their interactions on a particular outcome (i.e. response). Such experiments are either full or fractionated depending on whether three-factor and higher-order interactions are negligible or not. Fractional factorial experiments are more economical than full factorial experiments since they require less number of experimental runs. Experimentation cost can further be reduced if only two-level factors are studied in the experiment. Many full or fractionated experiments are carried out sequentially (not randomly) one run or one block at a time. This experimentation scheme suffers sometimes from some drawbacks, where main effects and/or two-factor interactions may be contaminated by the time trend which might be present in the successive responses, hence biasing factor H. HILOW
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effects. Therefore, it is essential to sequence runs of sequential factorial experiments such that: 1) factor effects are orthogonal to the time trend and to any uncontrollable factor aliased with this trend and/or such that 2) the number of factor level changes (i.e. cost) between successive runs is minimal. Cost can further be reduced if factors with expensive or difficult-to-vary-levels are minimally varied during successive experimentation. For systematic complete 2 n factorial experiments, there are four main algorithms for sequencing their 2 n runs to overcome either of the above mentioned two problems. These algorithms are due to [1] [2] [3] [4] . [5] has conducted a comparison among these algorithms and documented their differences according to three criteria: 1) which algorithm produces run orders in less number of factor level changes, 2) which algorithm produces run orders with more linear/quadratic time trend free main effects and 3) which run order of an algorithm can be generated by another algorithm using either the generalized foldover scheme or the interactions-main effects assignment.
In contrast and for systematic fractionated 2 n k − experiments, fewer algorithms exist for sequencing their 2 n k − runs to overcome the adverse effect of time trend on factor effects and/or to minimize the number of factor level changes between runs. [1] has extensively researched these two problems and summarized the literature and they also constructed efficient run orders for 2 n and 2 n k − factorial experiments using the interactions-main effects assignment. The work of [6] is another significant contribution, where they have proposed an algorithm utilizing the interactions-main effects assignment on the standard 2 k factorial experiment and constructed systematic
designs (of resolutions at least III/at least IV) such that factor level changes between the
runs are extreme (i.e. minimum or maximum) but without regard to factors' resistance to the time trend and also without regard to how the
runs can be sequenced in minimum number of factor level changes. Results [6] are based on three facts, the first and second proved by [1] , the first stating that all k main effects and all ( ) + ≤ ≤ for resolution at least IV. Section 2 provides illustration about these three facts.
For the purpose of achieving cost minimality (i.e. minimality of factor level changes between runs) as well as orthogonality of main effects to the linear time trend, [7] has extended minimum cost nonlinear trend free
designs (of resolution at least III) due to [6] and constructed a catalog of ( )
of resolution at least III utilizing the interactions-main effects assignment on the standard full 2 k experiment, where all k main effects are excluded from the selection-assignment process due to their nonlinear time trend resistance. In addition and for the purpose of achieving cost minimality as well as linear trend resistance of main effects while ensuring main effects unaliased by non-negligible two-factor interactions, [8] has extended minimum cost nonlinear trend free
designs (of resolution at least IV) due to [6] and constructed a catalog of ( )
≤ ≤ − of resolution at least IV utilizing the interactions-main effects assignment on the standard 2 k experiment, where all k main effects are excluded from the selection-assignment process for their nonlinear time trend resistance as well as excluding a total of ( ) responses drift not only linearly with time but also quadratically, then it becomes necessary to sequence runs of this 2 n k − experiment in minimum number of factor level changes such that main effects are orthogonal to the quadratic time trend as well as orthogonal to all non-negligible two-factor interactions. Therefore, this research intends to extend the two works of [6] on minimum cost (but nonlinear) trend free
designs (of resolution at least IV) which are economic and allow for the estimation of main effects un-aliased by non-negligible two-factor interactions and the work of [8] For comprehensiveness purpose, this research will in addition characterize the six categories of systematic
designs that can be derived from the full 2 k factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment for either protecting main effects against the linear/quadratic time trend and/or for minimizing the number factor level changes (i.e. cost) between runs. Three of these six categories are of resolution at least III and they are: 1) minimum cost designs, which is the category being proposed in this research. The first and fourth categories are due to [6] and the third and fifth categories are due to [7] and [8] . It is worth to note that the construction of these six categories of systematic
designs differ by which main effect and interaction of the standard 2 k experiment are candidates for the interactions-main effects assignment, where for the first three categories of resolution at least III we note that: 1) the minimum cost candidate effects for assignment under resolution IV constraint: the two main effects A k-2 and A k and the (2k -4) two-factor interac-
three-factor and higher order interactions}, 5) the minimum cost linear trend free candidate effects in the fourth category to secure both resolution IV and linear trend resistance of all their n main effects, while 6) the minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free 
candidate effects of the fourth category to secure both resolution IV and quadratic trend resistance of all n main effects. Sections 2 and 3 provide illustration for these 6 categories of systematic
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A comparison among these six categories of systematic
designs will be conducted to see the effect of the two requirements of linear/quadratic time trend resistance and/or resolutions III/IV on the total number of factor level changes (i.e. cost). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 characterizes the six categories of systematic
designs that can be constructed from the standard 2 4 factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment and documents their differences. Section 3 proposes for the sixth category a catalog of three minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free
designs of resolution at least IV (6 ≤ n ≤ 8) derived from the standard 2 5 experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment. Section 4 generalizes results of Sections 2 and 3 and provides a characterization of the six categories of systematic
designs that can be derived from the standard 2 k factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment, where the sixth category is enriched by a catalog of minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free
designs (of resolution at least IV). Section 5 provides a discussion and recommends optimal situations for the implementation of each category of these six categories of systematic
Characterization of Six Categories of 16-Run Systematic 2 n-(n-4) Designs
This section characterizes the six categories of systematic
designs that can be constructed from the complete 2 4 factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment for either the protection of main effects against the linear/quadratic time trend and/or for minimizing the number of factor level changes (i.e. cost) between the
runs. To this end, the 2 4 factorial experiment can be laid out as in Table 1 , where main effects {A, B, C, D} and their interactions are in increasing number of level changes from 1 up to 15, as the third row from bottom of this table shows. 
-1).
Run number in the standard order H. HILOW by applying the reverse foldover algorithm of [10] , where the first (2 4-1 -1) = 7 effects in (2.1) are free from the 4 th factor and are exactly the same as those in effects order (2.2), while the last (2 4-1 -1) = 7 interaction effects in (2.1) involve the 4 th factor and are obtained from the effects order (2.2) by adjoining the letter D to these effects in reverse order, then finally adding main effect D. In fact, this reverse algorithm can be implemented successively until the generation of the effects order of the complete 2 k experiment in increasing number of level changes (1 up to (2 k -1)) from the effects order of the full
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factorial experiment in increasing number of level changes from 1 up to ( )
For trend resistance of the standard 2 4 experiment in Table 1 , the 6 two-factor interactions {AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD} and the 4 three-factor interactions {ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD} as well as the 4-factor interaction ABCD they are linear, quadratic and cubic trend free, respectively, but the 4 main effects {A,B,C, D} are not even linear trend resistant. This fact can be verified by first changing zeros of Table 1 into −1's to transform the 15 main effects and interactions into contrasts, then taking the dot product between each of these 15 contrasts and the entries(entries squares/cubes) of the run order vector (1, 2, 3, …, 16). Zero values for these two statistics (in the last two rows of Table 1) confirm that 3-factor interactions and 4-factor interactions are quadratic and cubic trend free, respectively. These two trend statistics show also that all 6 two-factor interactions are only linear trend free but not quadratic trend free, where their Linear Time Count is zero while their Quadratic Time Count is not zero. In addition, Table 1 confirms that quadratic trend freeness of an interaction effect implies also its linear trend freeness.
We next describe the six categories of 16-run systematic
designs that can be constructed from the full 2 4 experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment, where each design of each category has its own: 1) run sequence in minimum number of factor level changes, 2) defining relation (i.e. resolution) and 3) level in protection of main effects against the linear/quadratic time trend. For sequencing the 16 runs of each of these systematic 2 2 1 n − ≤ ≤ − due to [6] . There are 8 = 2 4-1 of these 16-run designs, where all n main effects of each design are orthogonally estimable as contrasts among the 16 runs under negligibility of all interaction effects and the time trend effect. Each of these 8 designs can be constructed from the standard 2 4 experiment in Table 1 by the interactions-main effects assignment, where all 15 = (2 4 -1) factorial effects are candidates for assignment. The largest of these designs (i.e. with the largest number of factors) is the 2 15-(15-4) design given by the 15 columns of Table 1 
This is a minimum cost 2 15-(15-4) design (of resolution at least III) where its 16 runs are given by the 16 rows of Table 1 under the above effects column assignment, and where the total number of factor level changes (i.e. cost) is 120 calculated by summing the entries of the third row in the bottom of Table 1 designs can be obtained from this largest minimum cost 2 15-(15-4) design by successively deleting some of its last columns to preserve minimality of factor level changes, where deletion of the last column (i.e. factor O) produces a minimum cost 2 14-(14- 4) design and deletion of the last two columns (i.e. factors N and O) produces a minimum cost 2 13-(13-4) design, until the deletion of the last 7 columns which produces the smallest minimum cost 2 8-(8-4) design, where the 4 in- due to [7] . There are 7 of these 16-run designs, where main effects are orthogonally estimable as contrasts among the 16 runs un-aliased by the linear time trend under negligibility of all interaction effects. Each of these seven designs can be constructed from this largest minimum cost linear trend free 2 11-(11-4) design by successively deleting some of its last columns to preserve minimality of factor level changes, until the deletion of its last 6 columns which produces the smallest minimum cost linear trend free Table 1 by the interactions-main effects assignment after deleting all 4 main effects columns {A, B, C, D} and all 6 two-factor interactions {AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD} for their non-quadratic trend resistance. The remaining five interaction columns of Table 1 and where its defining contrast is I = ABCDE and its total number of factor level changes is 48 = (5 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 13). The 2 nd , 3 rd , 5 th and 9 th runs of this design {bcde = g 1 , abcd = g 2 , acde = g 3 , abce = g 4 } are the 4 independent run generators needed for the generalized foldover scheme to generate the same 16-run sequence in (2.5) as follows:
1 , g bcde, g abcd, g g ae, g acde, g g ab, g g be, g g g cd, g abce, g g ad, g g de, g g g bc, g g bd, g g g ce, g g g ac, g g g g abde. designs with total number of factor level changes (i.e. cost) less than 48 can be constructed from the standard 2 4 experiment in Table 1 by selecting and assigning other 5 columns but neither cost minimality nor quadratic trend resistance will be preserved. Also, constructing by the interactions-main effects assignment systematic design by successively deleting some of its last columns to preserve minimality of factor level changes, until the deletion of the last 3 columns which produces the smallest minimum cost 2 5-(5-4) design with defining relation I = ABCD, where its 16 runs are sequenced as:
1 , e, cde, cd, abcd, abcde, abe, ab, ad, ade, ace, ac, bc, bce, bde, bd (2.7)
The 2 nd , 3 rd , 5 th and 9 th runs {e, cde, abcd, ad} are the 4 independent generators needed for generating this 16-run sequence in (2.7) by the generalized foldover scheme, where the total number of factor level changes is 22= (2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 8).
Category 5: minimum cost linear trend free 
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{ABC→A and ACD→B} a degenerate minimum cost linear trend free 2-factor design of resolution at least IV with replicated runs. Section 3 produces a catalog of three 32-run non-degenerate minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free designs and notice that raising up the design's resolution from III into IV increases the total number of factor level changes (i.e. cost). We also notice from the comparison among the three systematic 2 5-(5-4) designs in (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8) that lifting up the level of protection of main effects from the linear time trend into the quadratic increases the design's cost. In addition, as the number of factors (i.e. n) increases, the design's resolution decreases.
A Catalog of Minimum Cost Linear and Quadratic Trend Free 2 n-(n-5) Designs of Resolution at Least IV (6≤ n ≤ 8)
There are six categories of 32-run systematic 
the largest minimum cost 2 16-(16-5) design (of resolution at least IV). This 2 16-(16-5) design is not time trend free if time trend is non-negligible, since some effects in this assignment are main effects of the underlying 2 5 experiment which are nonlinear trend free. Therefore, to ensure linear and quadratic trend resistance of main effects while maintaining resolution IV, we delete the 2 main effects columns {C and E} and the 6 two-factor interaction columns {BC, AC, CD, DE, BE and AE} from this largest minimum cost 2 16-(16-5) design. The resulting systematic 2 8-(8-5) design is given in Table 2 under the assignment:
This is a minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free 2 8-(8-5) design (of resolution at least IV) and its defining relation is I = ABEH = ACFH = ADGH = BCEF = BDEG = CDFG = ABCDEFGH, where its runs sequence is as follows:
( ) { } 1 , efgh, bcdefg, bcdh, abcd, abcdefgh, aefg, ah, acdfgh, acde, abeh, abfg, bfgh, be, cdeh, cdfg, abcefh, abcg, adgh, adef , defh, dg, bcgh, bcef , bdeg, bdfh, cf , cegh, aceg, acfh, abdf , abdegh The total number of factor level changes is 118 = (5 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 29) and the 5 independent generators needed for the generalized foldover scheme are the 2 nd , 3 rd , 5 th , 9 th and 17 th runs, namely {efgh, bcdefg, abcd, acdfgh, abcefh}. All eight main effects of this 2 8-(8-5) design are estimable un-aliased by either the non-negligible two-factor interactions or the quadratic time trend effect. design of resolution at least IV. The other 2 minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free
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Run order
designs of resolution at least IV (6 ≤ n < 8) can be obtained from this largest minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free 2 8-(8-5) design by successively deleting some of its last columns to preserve minimality of factor level changes, until the deletion of its last 2 columns which produces the smallest minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free 2 6-(6-5) design (of resolution at least IV) with defining relation I = BCEF and with run structure: 6-(6-5) design {ef, bcdef, abcd, acdf, abcef} are the 5 independent generators needed for sequencing its 32 runs in minimum number of factor level changes by the generalized foldover scheme with total cost 70 = (5 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 17 + 18).
Characterization of Six Systematic 2 n-(n-k) Designs
This section generalizes results of Sections 2 and 3 and characterizes the six categories of systematic
designs that can be constructed from the standard 2 k factorial experiment by the interactions-main effects assignment and also enriches the sixth category with a catalog of minimum cost linear and quadratic trend free 
. Index i of effect C i represents also the number of level changes in this effect column. That is, effect column C i has i number level changes. Next is the characterization of the 6 categories of systematic Group Three: contains the ( )
2 2 2 2 
2 2
2 2 designs (of resolution at least IV) can be generated from this largest minimum cost 2 16-(16-5) design by deleting some of its last columns, until the deletion of its last 7 effects columns which produces the smallest minimum cost 2 9-(9-5) design (of resolution at least IV) in n = (2 5-2 + 1) factors. Section 2 has more illustration for 16-run minimum cost 
